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Visit to Quality Meat Scotland 
 
7 November 2016 
 
Meeting hosted by: Laurent Vernet (Head of Marketing), Iain MacDonald 
(Senior Economics Analyst) and Stuart Ashworth (Head of Economic 
Services). 
 
Members in attendance: Gordon Lindhurst and Gordon MacDonald 
 
Below are their four top priorities for the Committee, followed by a note of the 
meeting (which has been supplemented with information provided by QMS). 
 
FOUR PRIORITIES FOR THE COMMITTEE/SG/UK GOV 
 
1. Trade – EU and globally, and a position of certainty on trade relations from 
“Brexit day 1”. Paperwork on new markets is very difficult (they have been in 
negotiations with China since 1993 on pig trotters – one country, one 
product). DEFRA doesn‟t have negotiating capacity, and the industry currently 
pays for its own negotiator (UK Export Certification Partnership). 
 
2. Clear indication of policy on agricultural support 
 
3. Skills and workforce 
 
4. Legislation on PGI 
 
 
On meat: 
Three distinct products: 
 

 Scotch brand (75%) = PGI, whole life of animal spent in Scotland and 
farmers/producers meet certain requirements 

 Scottish (10%)= whole life of animal spent in Scotland but 
farmers/producers do not necessarily meet specified requirements for 
PGI  

 Generic (12-15%) = imported directly from the UK or spent time in 
Scotland 

 
(note percent in brackets relates to the proportion of the product leaving 
abattoirs that has the potential to carry the Scotch brand. By default Scotch 
product can be labelled Scottish or generic but not the other way round and 
final label can be influenced by the nature of the buyer e.g. multiple retailer, 
food service, food manufacturer etc.) 
 

 Beef exports are 45% to England, 5% to EU (50% remains in Scotland) 
 

 QMS have been trying for 6 years to push beyond the EU/Eurozone 
market but with limited success. There are issues around which 
countries can be traded with. Focus has been on developing with 
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Nordic countries, and Monaco is a very important market (although it 
trades in the Euro) which is being used as a model for relationships 
with other countries. 

 

 On the question of final destination of products sent to the EU: 
information is held in Carlisle (APHA) but is inaccessible. Anecdotally, 
very little is sent beyond the EU after being first exported to the EU. 

 
Exports 
 

 main markets for red meat across Europe vary between species, for 
sheepmeat France is a critical market, for beef it is Ireland although the 
UK has a net trade deficit with Ireland for beef of more than 130,000 
tonnes in 2015. 
 

Exports of lamb  Exports of beef 

France 42,500 tonnes  Ireland 36,600 tonnes 

Germany 9,600 tonnes  Holland 21,900 tonnes 

Ireland 6,800 tonnes  France 9,700 tonnes 

Belgium 6,300 tonnes  Italy 6.000 tonnes 

Italy 4,065 tonnes  Belgium 4,000 tonnes 

Holland 2,515 tonnes  Germany 2,750 tonnes 

EU % of total  96%  EU % of total 92% 

(Excludes Offals) 
 
UK Lamb 
exports  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

         France 60643 64333 58012 59306 52342 53774 50765 42528 

Belgium 6794 9761 8508 6252 6205 6355 7311 6330 

Germany 4691 5260 5166 8609 8924 10154 9848 9644 

Italy 4302 5373 4833 6449 4871 4417 4727 4065 

Netherlands 1139 1472 1274 1845 1925 3516 2446 2515 

Ireland 6216 3829 5175 8181 5802 5017 8257 6800 

Others 3557 6148 6687 6081 14784 20727 18901 7036 

Total 87342 96176 89655 96723 94853 103960 102255 78918 

 

 data on exports is at UK level 

 of exports, 96% goes to EU: “massive dependence” 

 beef returned to the international market in 2006 and growth has been 
steady since that date 

 significant export of live sheep to England and Wales takes place 

 very difficult to find a market for lamb outside of the EU. Would have to 
be very competitively priced, and would be in competition with 
Australia, New Zealand, and to a lesser extent Pakistan and Mongolia 
(who are geographically closer to potential markets like China) 

 within the single market (and outside Britain), Ireland is the main 
competitor 

 falling farm gate prices of lamb from autumn 2007 following the August 
2007 FMD outbreak which lead to restrictions on livestock movements 
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and backlog of production because of movement restrictions, but also 
restricted exports to Europe particularly in September and October  
give an idea of the potential impact of leaving the EU without some 
certainty over trade rules (i.e. prices fell as production fell because 
demand fell faster)  
 

 
 
 
Through the autumn of 2007, the market settled at around 75p/kg lwt, 
compared with 105p/kg the previous year and 115-120p/kg in the autumn of 
2008.  This is a „natural experiment‟ highlighting the importance of the export 
trade to farmgate lamb prices.  The export problem was compounded by 
imports not falling in line   Since import contracts had been based on an 
expected level of domestic demand and exports that didn‟t materialise exports 
volumes did not fall until November and December at the same time as 
exports began to recover and farmgate prices started to increase. 
 
 
The table below shows how UK export volumes were impacted by FMD 
controls in the autumn of 2007. 
 

Source: 
HMRC 

UK Sheepmeat Exports (t) 

 2006 2007 2008 

Jan 7657 5732 7289 

Feb 7256 5642 6679 

Mar 8011 7400 8313 

Apr 5755 6298 5872 

May 4157 5747 5159 

Jun 5534 4962 5819 

Jul 6557 5436 7034 

Aug 7748 3194 7588 

Sep 8686 4322 8354 
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Source: 
HMRC 

UK Sheepmeat Exports (t) 

 2006 2007 2008 

Oct 9346 3581 7025 

Nov 6985 7379 7919 

Dec 8357 8640 10294 

 

 Volumes effectively halved relative to a year earlier in autumn 2007 
(the volume that was still exported may have been frozen and from 
cold stores meaning it could still be traded).  This is how prices evolved 
over that time (auction markets were closed for two short periods as 
movements of live animals was constrained): 

 
Labour issues 
 
EU Staff (includes Irish nationals, but very few Irish and in cases where they 
do, it‟s in positions of high-level management) 

 at beef and sheep farm level, minimal numbers more important among 
pig producers  

 abattoir staff: minimum estimate of 40% 

 within abattoir staff, a high level of middle management positions are 
held by EU nationals who have learned the trade here 

 meat inspection vets: minimum estimate of 90%.  

 independent butcher staff: large number from Eastern Europe 

 expect a significant impact on staffing 

 finding local workers has proven difficult and anticipate significant 
labour difficulty in the short term 

 butchery skills are in demand but are classed as unskilled labour (tier 
3) 

 Polish staff have tended to remain in the workforce and develop skills, 
moving into middle-management 

 plants have encouraged Poles and provided jobs and accommodation 
for their families to move here 

 established networks with employment agencies to recruit these 
people and skills  

 A K Stoddart working with West Lothian Council gave a number of 
long term unemployed young people the opportunity to working in their 
meat processing facility and more than 90% of the young people who 
took the opportunity are still working in the Company  

 British vets – specialise in large and small animal health and welfare  
but not meat inspection etc. Issues around enrolment and working 
hours (abattoir often starts at 6am) 

 lack of local willingness among British nationals to do many of the jobs 
in the sector associated with the nature of the task, the physical 
working environment and the working hours 

 
Devaluation of the pound – had led to no/little advantage to trade so far 
 
Pre-Brexit referendum: market reaction began before the result, with large EU 
supermarket(s?) looking for non-UK alternatives as a result of emerging 
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negativity (or re-labelling as EU product rather than UK). Market already 
looking for alternatives before referendum result as UK products deemed “too 
high risk”. 

 this has had a knock-on effect for Irish products, too, as consumers 
don‟t differentiate between Ireland and Britain 

 Data to show this: customs data (2 month lag) and French trade data  
 
 

 UK sheepmeat exports (tonnes) to 

 France Belgium Germany 

  2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 

Jan 4008 3489 3505 653 480 406 759 656 736 

Feb 3158 3205 2972 514 485 571 802 693 875 

Mar 3358 3466 3137 629 771 726 768 934 1128 

Apr 4032 3071 2638 666 517 593 757 870 857 

May 3299 2711 2316 527 446 479 668 744 927 

Jun 4258 3677 2612 952 568 443 691 913 1003 

Jul 3984 3661 3295 498 475 482 780 782 803 

Aug 4090 3861 2873 528 487 461 778 742 972 

Sep 4584 5156 
 

549 570  952 973  

Oct 5464 3553 
 

601 472  926 751  

Nov 6409 3093 
 

554 466  923 775  

Dec 4121 3585 
 

640 593  1044 811  

Source;  HMRC 
 
In the French market for sheep meat, demand had already been under 
pressure before the referendum vote, not only for UK product but also Irish 
and New Zealand sheep meat.  It should be noted that UK exports of sheep 
meat to France have been lower each month between October 2015 and July 
2016 then twelve months earlier; in general the same is true for the Republic 
of Ireland and New Zealand.  It should be noted that the timing of religious 
festivals, particularly Easter and Ramadan can impact on trade patterns. 
 

  

 French sheepmeat imports from the 

 UK (t) RoI (t) New Zealand (t) 

  2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 

Jan 3,500 3,542 2,898 1504 1228 1232 1127 1112 892 

Feb 3,019 2,929 2,648 1119 1114 1259 1272 862 1401 

Mar 3,169 3,594 3,120 1157 1346 1254 2436 3121 2096 

Apr 3,570 3,494 2,444 1464 1295 1007 2383 1537 1424 

May 2,889 2,963 2,478 1639 1430 1456 1885 1835 1341 

Jun 2,983 3,192 2,528 1954 1693 1736 1479 1870 1856 

Jul 3,966 3,688 3,055 2043 1723 1565 1777 1701 1616 

Aug 3,659 3,567 4,100 1990 1766 1625 1378 2021 1177 

Sep 4,052 4,653 
 

2158 1903  1067 1527  

Oct 5,171 3,816 
 

1835 1461  773 979  

Nov 3,693 3,589 
 

1446 1267  915 1270  

Dec 3,832 3,545 
 

1376 1313  1073 1068  

Source;  Agreste 
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In 2016, lamb prices traded 10% higher than a year earlier in June.  After the 
referendum-related currency devaluation in late June, the year-on-year 
increase rose to around 25% for much of July and August.  This was despite 
trade volumes continuing to contract, down 7% in July and 10% in 
August.  This suggests that currency movements had more of a price effect 
than a volume impact. 
 

 
 
There is equally little evidence to suggest that the Brexit vote has had a 
material effect on beef exports or farm gate beef prices.  Although there has 
been some modest increase in exports in July and August they remain lower 
than two years ago.  Farm gate prices although rising remained below year 
earlier levels until well into the autumn. 
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EU Regulations  

 PGI status is very important, protects the integrity of the product and 
ensures that producers can‟t be bullied to have the products produced 
elsewhere for less – protects Scottish economy 

 PGI status also leads to significant grants to promote the product (50% 
coming from farmers, 50% from EU funding) – an average of £440,229 
per year since 2006 has been received by QMS  

 Funding isn‟t guaranteed from year to year, but they have been 
successful for the last 14 years 

 a country outside the EU can have PGI, but PGI must be protected 
within the UK. Therefore, must ensure that legislation is brought 
forward recognising the integrity of PGI within the UK  
 

PGI  Regulation (EU) No  1151/2012 
Para 24: To qualify for protection in the territories of Member States, 
designations of origin and geographical indications should be registered 
only at Union level. With effect from the date of application for such 
registration at Union level, Member States should be able to grant 
transitional protection at national level without affecting intra-Union or 
international trade. The protection afforded by this Regulation upon 
registration, should be equally available to designations of origin and 
geographical indications of third countries that meet the corresponding 
criteria and that are protected in their country of origin. 

 
Skins: (details in PDF – supplied) 

  Raw Sheepskins are largely sent to China 77% of exports by volume 
66% by value. Other markets Turkey 2% by volume, Italy 3% by 
volume Irish Republic 6% by volume. 

 Raw Cattle hide: 60% exported to EU, 40% elsewhere  (Italy 34% by 
volume China 30% by volume) 

 minimal processing is done in Scotland – only one tannery here 
 
(above figures are from UK customs and excise for raw sheep skins and cattle 
hides, excludes processed or semi processed product (wet blue and crust) 
 
Nature of trade (Carcasses or added value products): 

 beef trade in carcasses is minimal exports tend to be as cuts or boned 
out product a trade that is important to processor in managing carcase 
balance (i.e. maximising the income for an individual carcase by sell 
parts of carcases in different markets to maximise revenue 

 lamb – good percentage traded as carcases, but that is changing 
dramatically and quickly (“carcass compensated” is the movement of 
direction) for similar reasons to the change in beef trade. 

 
 


